Ormiston Meridian Academy

Enrichment Pledge
Everyone associated with Ormiston Meridian Academy will put in the Hard Work,
make maximum Effort and continue to Practice to improve the outcomes for our
students.
All students will have the opportunity to realise their potential and fulfil their dreams.
All young people will have regular opportunities to take part in formative experiences
such as:-

A residential outdoor education course through activities such as the
Duke of Edinburgh, outdoor educational trips, fieldwork/scientific
investigations
Have an appreciation of the arts and culture by participating in a whole
academy performance, choosing; drama, dance, music and art at KS4,
visits to; museums, theatres, arts galleries, have an opportunity to
represent the academy at cultural events and activities
Learning a musical instrument within the academy day through a range
on individual or group instrumental lessons. Students will also be given
the opportunity to showcase the skills that they learn in these lessons
Playing both team and individual sport both within the academy day
and after. Students will be given the opportunity to take part in activities
that promote healthy competition
Visiting a foreign country through a range of visits to countries linking to
the board curriculum at OMA, this includes sporting visits, historical visit
and visits linking to the languages faculty
Contributing to a community project by taking an active role in local
community projects and working with our primary feeder schools
Assisting younger learners through a range of different programs such
as; reading programs and mentoring both within the academy and with
some of our feeder primary schools

At Ormiston Meridian Academy we believe in nurturing students individual talents by
encouraging students to take part in the some of the above activities. All students will
have the opportunity to take part in the above activities at all stages of their time at
Ormiston Meridian Academy.

